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Levels and Types-Of Curriculum and Instructional
Design Skills ptesently Offered in Pennsylvania

Teacher Education Programs /

'Jean M. SilvernaT-1, PW.D.

Diane J. Dayis,Ph.D.

RUCTION

11iis study was designed to analyze the types and levels ofacurriculum

and instructional design skills presetbr represented ;ill cross section of

pre-serviCe teacher, education programs in the state of Pennsylvania. Sinde

pre-service education in the state of Pennsylvania is currently under scrutiny

and pending redesign,* inquiry related to sperfic teacher competencies in a

variety of areas takes on particular urgency for 'educators across the state.

This study specifically examines the kinds of curriculum and instructional

design skills that Pennsylvania programs describe in their self-study reports
,

as a current part of the pre-service curriculum. The.aisumptions underlying

both the rationale for-the,gtudy and -the kinds of skill;sidentified as relevant

,1
in the actual analysis are described here.

RATIONALE: WHY ARE CURRICULUM AND IN TRUCliONIAL DESIGN'SK1LLS IMPORTANT
. .

FOR TEACHERS?
.

The recognition that teachers, in t, do perforth ipth curriculum and

instructional design in their classroom ptly expressed by Fenwick English

(1979):
, )'

At the current time, the classroom cher decides what,
how much, and when to'teach (p. 10) , . until' and un-
less'the real qurricuium.iS impacted and the teacher is
recognized as the linchpin between a better future and
'the problems Of the. Moment, curriculum development in
most school systems will continue to be an expensive,
repetitioui and largely academic exercise. (p.112)

*An actual redesign plan has been proposed at the State level, but is

still in its review stages,
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English and others*(Shavelson, 1973; Chadwick, 1979; Huriter; 1979) agree
J.!

that decision-making is.a primary teaching skill and that a majority of

these decisioAis are within the realms of curriculum and instructional

design. fShaveson goes so far as to suggest that decision making is

the basiC4eaching skill.)

The kinds of decisions, that these aut rs describe are, readily rec-
:

ognizable,,as curriculum/instructional desig choices:

discriminate-between dependeAt and independent
[learning] sequences; to task analyze a more
complex learning into its simpler components;
to diagnose tudents in terms ofthe components
already possssed and those to be acquired.
(Hunter, p. 63)

- diagnosis of student's' necessities; provision of

. almost'all forms of instructional treatment; .

control of classroom management; evaluation of --

studeht learning. (Chadwick, p. 8) .

Sri (1979) 'has propdsed that there are six dOmains of knowledge and
4

skills essential to the prcessional teacher. One of these competencies

J

instructional design (the others include observation, diagnosis, instructional

management, communication.and-evaluation). Gorman (1978) includes instructional

design as one of five major tasks of the teacher Others include instructional

diagnpsis, instructional experience, instructional resources and instructional

evaluation). Neither of these authors distinguish between "curriculum" and

"instructional" design and it is suspected that thc3; like other5, use the

term "instructional" to refer to both kinds of skills as they are described

here. In any case, both Smith and Gorman recognize instrUctionaldesign as.

a critical competence requisite for the teacher and a recognizeepart of whit
Of

teachers actually do.

,If it is true tkat in actual practice, teachers are called upon to per=
.

form curriculum and instructional design tasks, can we determine whether or

not their actual performance of these tasks makes a difference? Despite the

4



lack of consensus among educators and researchers regarding behaviors that

constitute teacher effectiveness, there is evidence to suggest that these

relationships do exist in certain teaching-learning situations; that teacher

64

behaviors, contrary to.the conclusions of some skeptics (Stephens,I§67,

Combs, 1978)., can make a significant difference in learning (Good, et.

1975; Rakow, et. al., 1978; Watts, 1978; Brophy, 1979; McCormick, 1979;

)Roserishine, 1979; and Centra and Potter, 1980i for example).

Of these "teaching behaviors that make a difference," -many >g, like the

decision-taing tasks, easily recognizable as components of curriculum and

instructional design processgs:

- use of structured curriculum

- design of direct instruction
- optimal use of feedback
- appropriate use of qdestioning techniques

- appropriate selection of concept - teaching, and

other instructional strategies
- teachers' understanding of the structure and
substance of the content

- modiflication of instruction on the basis of

----particular--characte,ristics_af_the__student(s1-
0

Much of our' energy in_eduational research and developmen as been

r-
devoted to the\design and dvelopment of curriculum based on o research.

results related to lea ing and teaching. It is important thk such de=

velopment continue, as one means_ta promote application of our search results

where it counts--in the classroom. However, as FenWick EnglisXwarns:

. . . "the guide ain't the curriculum!" Therefore,:
the cycle of writing the curriculum guides and buy-
ing or writing tests based on thew may never influence
the behaVior of.the teacher who colPtrols the real

curriculum. (1980, p. 558)

For these reasons--because we believe teachers do perform curriculum and

instructions) design tasks in the classroom, and beciuse we believe that

the behaviors teachers perform in the classroom,-including those, directly

related to curriculum and instructional design, do make a difference in

5
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learning--we propose that curriculum and' instructional design skills should

be a major part of the pre- service teacher education curriculum.

RATIONALE:, WHAT 15 tE NATURE OFTHE CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN
SKILLS THAT ARE IMPORTANT FOR TEACHERS?

Perhapi the most important criterion for identifying a theoretical

,-framew k to guide our selection. of the types Of skills analyzed in this

study was a clarification of the distinction betWeen the often-difticult-
f

to-distinguish concepts of curriculum and instruction. For this pu ose,,

we relied on Robert Gagn6's abbreviated definition of a curriculum a .

sequence, of content units" (Gagne, 1967, p, 23). In this description ,s'

I

-Gagne states that a curriculum,is Specified when

1. the terminal objectives are stated;
ki

2. the sequence of prerequisite capabilities is
described;

3. tile initial capabilities assumed to be possessed

by the student are identified.

From this set of curricular "components," one can derive skills that_are

critical to curriculum design. These skills would include:

- goal analysis .

- analysis and selection of content (concept and
,

content anal6'ses)

- writing terminal objectives

- analysis of logical and psychological levels

of learning
.... sequencing of content

- analysis of prerequisite skills (component or

task anwty6is)

It is these abilities that we have'specifically identified as "curriculum"

...

as opposed',to "instructional" design skills.

qriggs (1977, p. 22) defines instructional.design as

the entire process'of.analysis of leirning needs
and goals and the, development'of a deliVery system

.

to meet the needs; includes development of in-
structional materials and activities; and tryout
and revision 0'01 instruction and learner asses
ment activities.

6
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From this definition and varidus models for instru tiOnal design (Cow, 1976;

Briggs,.1977; Dick and Carey,.1978; Diamond, 1975), we have identified the

following as critical instructional design skills:

- analysis of terminal objectives and identification
of enabling objictives (component or task analysis)

- writing enabling objectives
- sequencing enabling objectives

- selecting optimal testing points

- preparing tests and other diagnostic measures

- preparing instructional materials and events:

- diagnosing learner characteristics '

- selecting appropriate methods, strategies,
mode, and media

-"designi? learning activities that incor-
porate ppropriate methods, strategies,
mode, and media

- analysis of.existing materials to identify
their appropriateness to the learner and
the intended outcomes of instruction

- identifying appropriate content instances

- designing formative and summative evaluattbn. pro-

cedures and instruments

,

There are several important characteristics to note about all the' -

,

curriculum.and instructional design skills that we have identifte for this

'study.

4

1. First, you 011 note that we have assumed the use of an

objectives -based curriculum. Thies is consistent with the

trend of instruction in Pennsylvania schools-and the
theoretical approach of most pre- service programs. It is

"also consistent with our own views of the kinds of curric-
ulum-and i'nstruetional development that is effective for

learning. -

2. Second, it is, apparent from the kindi of skills identified
that this analysis was delimited to include only design

'
skills and'did not address skills required to-actually

carry out, the,instructiOn. Therefore, skills related, for
example, to the-teacher's ability to lecture or to manage

a Classroom,-ta provide student feedback or to facilitate
small grbup instruction are intentionally omitted from

these lists.

3. :Third, you will note, that these skills ire described in

most cases at their highest levels--note the large pro.:-.
portion of analysis-and synthesis level abilities in both

cases. Obviously, there 'are numerous skills Subsumed with-

in those listed and these subsumed kills were recognized

and included in the protess of analyzing ,the.pre-service
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Type of Institution, Elementary Program

71: , private college 4. . 6

state college 2

private university 1

programs. In fact, a significant portion of that analysis
wa,s, devoted to the identification of various skill levq11,.
that were represented'in the programs considered.

METHOD

This section describes
1
the procedures used in locating the self studies,*

viso

6

coding the curriculum design features of the studies and analyzing the resuj-

taut data.

,,Sample

The state of Pennsylvania has 86 institutions of higher education which

offer teacher preparation programs. A random Sampling.' was taken of those

which underwent major reviews from 1977 thrau 1980 (see Table 1). Five

TABLE 1

Major reviews, 1977:1980

1977-78 1978-79 1979-80

<:
24 5 14

institutions were undergoing experimental models for their self study process,

and therefore were excluded from the pool of possibleinstitutions relevant

to the study. Of the'remafning 38 institutions, 14 were sampled. The break-

down of these institutions is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2

I

PrOceduret
f

Secondary'Program

4

0

The Teacher Education program component which all students experience

regardlesstof chosen majors in education is,called the profe§sional education

. .
.

*See Appendix A for description of the Pennsylvania Teacher Eduaction

program approvaj.
:,

. .s.

V
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prograM. This includes such things as field, experiences, foundations of

-education, educational psychology or child'development, media and so on.

It is this-part of the program, experienced by all in Teacher Education

in the state of Pennsylvania, which was used in this study.
') ." .

All of the competencies listed under the professional education program

in each self study were.ekamined. Those referring to curriculum or instruc-

tionaldesign skills were listed, statement by statement, on file cards.

At the same time, the demographic dati on the institution was recorded.

This included general size, type of jnstitution, programs, and the total

competencies which were included in the professional'educational program.

The statements so li;ted were then analyzed for levels and types of skills.

Level was determined primarily by the verb in the competency statement; type

was determined by the object and/or modifier in.the competency statement,

using a modified syntactic analysis approach. So, for-example:

"develop appropriate pretests to measure learner readiness"

became
<;

dev.4qop pretests appropriate

Bloom and Bloom and Crathwohl's taxonomies were used in coding the levels

of the described competencies. The types of design skills Were coded j'n

II

:two categories: curriculum design skills,, as defined by Gagne, and instruc-

t
tional design skills, as defined in such models as Gow, Briggs, Dick and Carey,

and Diamond. Finally, the types and levels were analyzed in light of current.

research and findings on curriculum and instructional design.

RESULTS

Table 3 represents the percentage of thetotal competencies listed in

the Orofessional education progran in each institution which refered to)

any aspect of curriculum or instructional design, :This excludft all .such

9
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40.

, competencies which might be described under a specific certificate area:

i.e., physics, math, social sciences, and so on. The total competencies

in the elementary education programs average 17 percentage points above

,

those in the secondary educatibn programs.

TABLE 3

Curriculum and Instructional

. - Design CompetenciesJ ,

. . ,..

%-of thei

Number of competencie total

High school related to design skiliis items

1
. 15 , 11

, 2 .11 1 18

12 9 11

15: 6 / 11

/

,

7_.---,, 16 9
. ..,

"'-

Elementary /
school /

3 20 /

/

4
-t.

,

6 , 7

,

/
/ 7 59/ /

S 10

9 , .. 6/
,

11

13 5

14

2

32,
20
35

27
40
19 slk

21

46

18

-8

(

-

Of ilie competencies related to.curriculum or instruc onal detign skills,

/
Table 4'presents the spread of the levels of these skills according to Bloom's

.
itaxonomy.

Types of skills are p esented in Table 5 and/6. Thirty-seven discrete'

skills were identifiee the competency listing. These were subsumed under

the general skillt cri cal to curriculum design/(Table 5) and instructional

design (Table 6). C rriculum design skills represented 24% of the skills

identified,.with i structional design skills completing the remaining 76%.

10/
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TABLE 4

Level, of Curriculum Competencies
identified In, Programs

Levels of skills
High.school'prOgrams '1 2 3 5 6,

1
, 53% 13%, - 6% 26% -

2 27 - 27 36 _

. 12 6 6 12 52 2 12
15 ..- 50 17 -. 17

,16, 7 11 33 11 -4 22
.)

Elementary School
.,

3 25 - 45 - 20 10
4. 14 - 57 - 29 -

,,-

6 29 27 - '- 43
33 7 25 8 19 7

8 40 - 40 1, -. 20 -

- - 83 . - 17
11 23 9 36 14 2S _

13 8 - 28 40 24 -

14 38. 13 - -- 50 -

. Skills .

curriculum theory/Models
curriculum movements
task analysis
subject matter/content

variables

concept characteristics
scope and sequencing ..
goal setting
domains (cog., etc,)

a

TABLE 5

Curriculum 11)es.ign Skill§

Occurrence % ()Motel Program Skills

'e .9

11 .1.0.

4 . 0.3

4 -0.3

6 0.5

2 0.2

.6 -s---)/ 0.5

0.2

,.7 1 ,0 . 6

5 . 0.4 ,
'

V

O
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TABLE 6

,

----Instructional Design Skills
,

Skills . . Occurrence %. of Total Program Skills

t/learning strategies (inductive, ,

--- deductive, questioning, inquiry)
evaluation /
objectives

I.-

studInt needs (entry level, individual '
differences, behavior

classroom procedures, aCtiVities
curriculummethods/materials
theories and inodels of instruction

(inquiry, CBE, behavior modification,
etc.)

lesson plans /learning sequences
innovations '
instructio,1- 1 patterns .

individu i zing ,

curriculum selection strategies
,

problem solving ,
,

integrating experiences
,. ,

motivating
0 4

community resources .

cognitive development
use of test results. ......., ,

climate of learning . '

learning theory
".strategies" (undefined) .

needs assessment
relationships

t grouping
%Ifobservation skills

- transfer of learning experiencgs
research (use)

26 . 2.4

30 . 2.0
14 1.0

14, : 1.0

11 1.0

10' 1.0

9'"a 0-.8

. 6 0.7.

6 0.5

5
0.4

-.k 5
: 0.4

3 0.2

, 3 iii' 0:2
....--

3 0.2

3
.

0.2

3 0.a
3 0.2

2 0.2
2 0.2
2 0.2
2- 0.2

1' .

,
0.1.

1 . 0.1

1 0.1.
1 0,1
1 A,0:1.

1 ' 0.1,.

4

CONCLUSIONS ,

t J
. ., W

Based on thes.e findings, it is, reasonable to conclude that: ta).all .

i. . 1 4

', ,PA teacher training programs presently include some aspect of curriculum

.

design skills; and (b.) theperceved importance of these-skills can be
Ne

evidenced by the data on their in6lusion in .the tot41
.

profesgional education

/'

program as described by the sampled institutions.

The study indicates that lesi than one out of four competencies on the

elementary school level and-leSs,than one out of ten on the high,schoc
111-

level require curriculundesign or inStructional design skills. Analysis,

) 12
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of the types and levels of these skills shows that the major type of curriculum
4

design skills do not coOilrise. even one-percen of the sampled programs. It

is possible that some of these skills ard'inc ud'ed in the content s'Peciartif"

nation portion of the training programs, but'the more generic,"content-

gener4il preparation for what.curriculum design is'and what its role is in

teach g seems scant in the programs reviewe .

The types of instructional design skills, when reviewed'separately prom

curriculum desjgn skills, fair a'little better. These represent approximately

. fourteen (14percerit of the total prograth skills and provide for evaluation,

writing of objectives analyzingstudent needs, classroom procedures, and

teaching/learning, strategies.
,

,

The level of skills in elementary and secondary preparatiqnhave some./
J .

similarity. Based on strict content analysis of the skills as described in

the self studies, both are heavily representative Of the knowledge, application

and synthesis.levels. It
)

is important to (tote, however, that in many cases,
...

a decision had to be made,bx the researcher using the context of the cdm-
,..

petency statemeneto determine its level.* These decisions represent the
.

judgement of the reviewer.

j" DISCUSSION AND, RECOMMENDATIONS

It iS apparent from the analysis of ,selected self-studiesSfhat curric-

,

uluwand instructional design skills are a recognized part of teacher pre-

service education. However, there is little consistency across programs in

the kinds of skills included or in the levels of required performance for

those that were identified. No standard set of skills or competencies,appeared

across'all or even most programs and no standard performance leis were

identified among the prqgrams reviewed. In addition, there was a fairly

*

*For instance; the verb "to identify" is listed both under knowledge and

analysis taxonomy, depend$ng upon the intended level of performance

specified by the obiectiv0.

: -13



wide variation.(see Table 3) in the perentage of competencies related to

12

curriculum and instructional deiign across Orogramsi

If the programs surveyed are, in fact, representative of all Pennsylvania

programs, this inconsistency in amount, type and level of design competencies

suggests that there are no accepted state-wide standards for this 'area of
4,

pre-service teacher education. A review of the proposed redesign plan for

Pennsylvania further suggests that this lack of redognized standards is yet

to be add4sed. In the final draft c'opy, the program content (liAed under

Professional Education, p. 11) has one item: "knowledgeable about the in-

structional process" with a follow-up statement: "The comprehensive program

content will be more specifically defined when program approval standards

are revised . . . but MAY (emphasis your authors') include such areas as

curriculum, tests and measurements, diagnostic procedures, human growth

or ag

an4'ig;lopment . . ." (p. 12) While this description is not intended to

provide sufficient guidelines for defining actual plservi*comOitencies,

itpoints out the need for, more priiise language and standards in this and

other program areas.

Use Of.the Pennsylvania self-studies for the We of analysis desired

for this study raised.a number of questions'fbr your' authors. Those examined

reflected little consistency in either mode of presentation or.language

usage. As mentioned earlier, judgement decisions were required of the re-

searcher in order to assets the leVel of various competencies astit could

not be assumed that any one standard taxonomical system was employed across

programs to communicate those competencies. A fUrther lack of consistency

was observed across studies in format and degree of specificity.

As a result of these observations and the outcomes of the analysis

performed, the following recommendations are proposed:

1. Develdia standard set of minimum competencies in 4'

curriculum and instructional design for pre-service
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teacher education in the state of Pennsylvania.
Specification of such standtrds should be preceded
by a thorough analysis of the kinds of competencies
required in actual teaching practise and the com-
petencies recommended by curriculum and instructional

design experts nationwide.

2.- Develop a standard format and specific guidelines for
the preparation of self-study reports in the state of
Pennsylvania. While certain guidelines forself-
studies currently 'exist, more precise format and language-
usage stinlardso Would facilitate preparation, review and
interpretation of .these documents. Comparisons across
programs would become more feasible for.the evaluator;
the researcher and the program personnel who are required,

. to preOtre and use the reports.

This study has provided beginning information on the present state of

curriculum.andlinstructional (Jet+ skills in pre-service teacher training.

Programs in Pennsylvania. Further research is needed to determine which

skills are appropriate for entry level and what systems can be built to

develpp orire1nforce these skills in inservice or continuing education. A

Kappan article by Howsom raised the question of whether teaching is a pro-
.

fession and defined as essential to a profession that it ". . . possess

a, body of)cripwledge and a repertoire of behaviors and skills and can use.

these" (p. 94). He ftrther Statesthat "Ctihe teaching profession appearS

to have a strong tendency to reject valid knowledge, prtmciple, and theory

and to rely on personal experience and conventional wisdom as sources of

insight and behavior" (p.-94). Youf authors are prbposing that a specific

repertoire of behaviors and skills in the area of curriculum and instructional .

design be compiled and adopted for pre-service teacher education in the

state of Pennsylvania, and that this repertoire be based on the substantial

body of knowledge in this area4 that is currently available to educators.

15
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.
, Preface

4, .
.

The standards, policies, and procedures for implementing the approved'
program app oach to the certification of professional school personnel in
the Cdmmonw alth of Pennsylvania are, presented in this publication. .The
approved pro ram approach was recommended by the Advisoryt.mmittee on
Teacher Education to the State COuncil of Education on July 1, 1957. The

procedure for approving programs was begun,Ouring the 1962-63 school year
and has been refined and improved during the ensuingiyears. The adoption
of Pennsylvania Code, Title 22, Chapter 49 - Certification of Professional
Personnel reinforced the approved program approach effective July 1, 1969.

"7 The standards, policies, and procedures have been formulated under the
direction of the Secretary of Education and the.State Board of Education in
accordance with statutory provisions. These statutory provisions empower
the Secretary of Educationt, on behalf of the State Board of Education, to
establish and promulgate the standards of preliminary and professibnal edu-
cation .and training for professional personnel in the publicsschools. .

.,

The Pennsylvania LpdAment of Education inyestigatesuand determines.
the acceptability of colleges, universities and other institutions,of
learning which with to offer programs leading to credentials, diplomas or
degrees that permit the holder at act as a professional employee in the
schools of Pennsylvania. The PDE.also approve such colleges, universities
and institutions of learning as are deemed by it to be acceptable, and with-

, draws its approval of institutions which fail to maintain the required-stan-
dards. ,A-Tegistry-of approved programs_ in the respective institutions is
published. periodically. -

The-standirds for the undergraduate and graduate programs of certification
conform in substance to the Proposed Standards for State Approval of Teacher
Education, National Association of State Directors of Teacher Education and
CertificatiOh, United States Office of Eddcation, Circular 351, (Revised),

1966. Pennsylvania accepts these general standards; however, a statewide
study has 'reviewed and refined the standards applicable for each area of

certification. When NASDTF4 standards did not exist for positionS certifi-
cated py the COmmonweilth appropriate Pennsylvania Standards were developed.

S
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Objectives and Procedures of
Program Approval

lit Program approval,is the systematic effect initiated by the Pennsylvania

Department of Educatiouldring the year, 1962-63 to improve teacher education

programs throughout the Commonwealth. The procedures of program approval

:permit professionals from appropriate and specialized areas to make determina-

tionf concerning the standards for approving programs, the unique practices

in preparing professional personnel and the quality of preparation programs.

This allows for flexibility, creativity, and innovation without eroding the

standards of quality for the educationof professional personnel.

"Following an on-site evaluati visit to an institution, those programs

identified by the.visiting team as..being of high quality are granted program

approavl status. Conditions are s6t=and recommendations are made for programs

which do not qualify for approval; It is only when these conditions and rec-

commendations are implemented that approval is granted. The net effect is to

.
bring about desirable changes in teacher preparation. Instead of evaluating

Iranscripts,.teams of professionals make observations, decisions, and recommen-

dations. Graduates of these approved programs enter the profession with the

approval and endorsement of representative members of the profession.

PrOgram approval is an improvement over transcript analysis because it

is organic rather than mechanical in its approachto certification: Whereas

transcript analysis merely assesses quantity, program approval determines the

quality of the total program that leads to a particular teaching certificate,

including student personnel, general education, professional education,

specialized education and student teaching. Each of these programs is

explored in depth as it relate& to objectives, organization and adminis-

tration, faculty, curriculum, resourdes,'and student achievement. Tran-

script analysis cannot possibly consider all of these elements.

The program approval visits provide opportUnities for"valuable in-service

education to the professionals who are directly or indirectly involved in'

teacher education. The experience,of visiting a teacher preparing institution

analyzing all elements of its teacher education programs and exchanging ideas

with other educators, :iss of great value to members of the visiting team, to

the personnel .at the institution, preparing for the evaluation and to the in-

stitutions from which the visiting team members come; As a result of the visits

to teacher-preparing institutions in Pennsylvaniai-of the ensuing reports and

of the following visits by Pennsylvania Department of Education personnel,

many constructive changes have been made in curricula, faculty, fatilities, and

relationships among the academic and professional personnel in the colleges.

Many of the valuable- outcomes of the visits are by-products and have never

been measured or evaluated.

Under the progItam approval approach to teacher certtficatioN a graduate

of an approved program whom the college recommends as having successfully.

demonstrated competency in the area of certification will be issueda cer-

tificate by the Secretary of Education.
.
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a APPENDIX B

Each higher education institution in Pennsylvania which has a teacher

training program is reviewed every five years. The document the institution

submits to the state and the state appointed teams describes how the in-
,

stitution plans to meet both the general and specific standards set by the

state/for teacher training, programs.

Specifically, General Standards VI, VII, VIII addresses in various ways

the role competencies. f the pre-service teacher.

4

VI states that such rple competenciesamiust be published, must
be both general and specific, and must be enabled in a

program of stale's. and experiences

VII states that the program should reflect studies and experiences

.
relevant to current school curriculuM, services, and practices
and that there be an evaluation of these role competencies

III breaks out eight areas-of competencies sought 'in each candidate:.

- application of theory and research'on child
development and learning

- use of materials and media
use of appropriate methods to carry out the

role
- preparation, selection, and use of evaluation

procedures
- assessment of sthdent basic skills -.

- application,of skills in analyking proYessitinal,
institutional and political situations in order
to make- educational decisions

- promotion of interrelationships among people

- promotion of awareness of the work world

The standards are minimum, They are restrictive only to that degree,

but put no upper limits on the levels and types of skills within'4 broad

- frameitork.
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